ACS VandalProof®
Lobby Intercom Panel

STANDARD FEATURES:
• Vandal Proof 16 gauge Stainless Steel Construction
• Custom Engraved Apartment Unit Labels
• Large 7/16” Stainless Lobby Panel Buttons
• 3 standard sizes for 1 – 300 apartments or custom sized at no extra cost
• Surface (Std.) or Flush Mounted Unit
• 3” Mylar Speaker
• Tamper proof hardware
• Replaces other manufacturer’s systems
• Stainless Steel Directory

OPTIONAL FEATURES:
• Polished or Brushed Solid Brass Construction
• Postal Release Key Switch
• Card Swipe and/or Proximity Chip Readers
• CCTV camera
• ADA 121 Remote Flashing Strobe Units (110 Candela) for the hearing impaired
• Stamped Braille Unit Label Strips

DESCRIPTION:
The ACS Vandal Proof® Intercom System is a modular system that enables apartment dwellers to be made aware of visitors wishing to gain entrance to their building. Components of the system include a stainless steel lobby panel, stainless steel apartment station(s), system universal amplifier, and optional stainless steel building directory. The system may be custom sized to cover existing panel holes, thereby eliminating the need to plaster and paint, reducing installation time and cost.

ACS Lobby Panels, Apartment Stations, and Amplifiers are designed to work with existing residential or building access control systems and may be interchanged with a variety of other manufacturer’s systems in part or as a complete replacement system.

ACS-6 (Surface & Flush Mounting)

SYSTEM OPERATION:
Depressing a button on the lobby panel sounds a signal (audio and/or visual) at the apartment station
in the unit being called. If supplied, an optional remote mounted will also sound a 90dbA piezoelectric buzzer and illuminate a 110 candela flashing strobe light in the apartment.

Two-way communication is initiated from the apartment unit’s station and established by alternately pressing the “TALK” and “LISTEN” buttons on the apartment station. Building entry is permitted by depressing the “DOOR” button on the apartment station.

**MOUNTING SYSTEMS & DIMENSIONS**
Specify either surface (standard) or flush mounting (consult Mfg.). Flush mounting is accomplished using a back box, surface mounting uses factory supplied brackets.

Part #: ACS – 6 for up 14 units (6” x 18”)
Part #: ACS – 8 for up 34 units (12” x 18”)
Part #: ACS – 9 for up 300 units (size varies)

**WEBSITE**
To learn more about intercom installations and Housing Device’s full catalog of products please visit our website.

[http://www.housingdevices.com](http://www.housingdevices.com)